
BUSINESS CHALLENGE 

Drive economic development through tourism. However, newer generations are 
seeking more from travel and are wanting to get deeper, more meaningful 
experiences with local culture, customs, and even with locals themselves. 
 

MARKET SITUATION

The global travel and tourism industry has grown from $6.03 trillion in 2006 to 
$8.27 trillion in 2017, growing at a CAGR of 2.9%. Across the globe, a rise in middle 
class population, millennials travelling more than other generations, increased 
awareness of travel destinations with the growth of social networks, and a 
decrease in cost of air travel are all increasing the number of people traveling 
regionally and across the globe.

Unfortunately, ‘tourism leakage’ prevents travellers from interacting with local 
communities — meaning “not much opportunity is left for local people to profit 
from tourism.” Right now, 40-80% of tourism dollars spent in developing countries 
do not circulate in the local economy. 

CULTURAL SITUATION

In 2018 82% of millennials traveled vs. 75% of the overall population. 72% of these 
travelers wish to spend their money more on experiences than physical things. 
66% of millennials use a smartphone to book vacations and nearly 98% share their 
experiences on social media while traveling.
 

Millennial travelers = adventure seekers. More so than any other generation. They 
are willing to splurge and spend more when it comes to activities and experiences, 
but tend to look for affordable options when it comes to their lodging and 
accommodations. (Hostels are popular among these travelers because they are 
cheap and usually conveniently located and offer a greater chance for social 
experiences and local immersion). They also prefer spontaneity as opposed to 
traditional itinerary-based travel and vacations. 
 

HUMAN TRUTH

While travel itself is not on a downline in general (it’s actually going up), travel by 
millennials and gen-z is actually on the rise, but not for the traditional reasons. They 
want experiences over things. They want to experience countries and cities through 
the lens of locals as a way to soak in the full experience - and they want to “find that 
hidden gem” that feels like something special they can share with others or keep to 
themselves.
 

INSIGHT

Beautiful Destinations does a good job of bringing together travel and technology, 
but they have an opportunity to help connect their target travelers with the authentic 
experiences of local customs, culture, and people that many travelers crave. Helping 
to improve/streamline these interactions will also help to achieve all 3 key areas of 
their focus on sustainability, creating connections to people, places and the planet.
 

STRATEGY

Allow spontaneous adventurers to experience travel, local customs, and cultures 
their own way.

WHY GET LOST WILL WORK

The Get Lost app by Beautiful Destinations helps this newer, younger generation of 
travelers that crave authenticity and experience over things get a deeper, richer, 
understanding of the area they are in. It helps make it easier and more intuitive for 
travellers to engage in spontaneous adventures, and serves as a virtual guide to 
help make it easier for travelers to connect with local culture, customs, experiences, 
and people.
 
Each download of this app helps get out the Beautiful Destinations name, and allows 
plenty of opportunity for Beautiful Destinations to monetize their experience by 
selling coffee table books and other momentos of these special travel adventures. 
 
Finally, Get Lost helps local businesses and the areas Beautiful Destinations works 
with (or wants to work with in the future) because no matter where you are or how 
big or small your business is, Get Lost treats each business equally without biased 
reviews or rating systems. This evens the playing field, helping travelers find  
“hidden gems” off the beaten path, and giving the ultimate choice of what to do and 
where to go to the travelers themselves. 
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LOG IN

AR VIEW

Background photos
are change each time
the app is opened, 
sourced from recent
photos posted on 
Beautiful destinations
social media accounts.

Click the camera 
to take a picture 
of something you
see along the way.

Click the home button
to navigate back home.
“Home” is defaulted to
the place you started 
your journey. Long press
to change “Home” to 
another location.

Click the compass
to start and end
your journey.

Click to switch
to map view.

Click on the photo
icons to see photos
other people have
recently taken nearby.
The colors of the icons
refer to the category
the photo is from.
(See next page for list 
of categories.)

Get Lost defaults to
the AR view, which
focuses on a visual
and spontaneous 
experience.

Suggestions of places to visit appear 
as you walk. In AR mode, they are 
specific to the direction you are facing. 
Move your phone around to view 
suggestions in other directions. If you 
don’t want to constantly hold your phone,
feel free to put it in your pocket. It will 
vibrate when new suggestions appear.
Click on a suggestion to get more
information. Colors and icons refer to 
different categories. (See next page for 
list of categories.)

Users start 
by creating an 
account and 
logging in.

HOW THE APP WORKS



MAP VIEW

FILTERS

CATEGORIES

Click to view your
account information
including a review
of all your previous
journeys.

Turn on and off filters
depending on what categories
of suggestions you want to see.
Default has all categories on,

Entertainment Food & Drink Shopping Historical
Landmarks

Nature Everything
Else

Blue dot shows
where you are on
the map.

Click to switch
to AR view.

Distance default
show suggestions
within 1 mile of your
current location.
This can be adjusted
to as little as 0.1 miles 
(about 500 feet) or
as much as 2 miles.

Click to
adjust
filters.

Use two finger 
gestures to
zoom in and out.

?



PREVIEW

LOCATION
INFORMATION

Slide up to view
more information.

Click to begin
navigation to 
this location.

Description 
of location.

Additional photos
submitted by users.

Click on a location
suggestion to view
a preview of that
location.

Photos from
preview.

Click to take
your own photo
of the location.



AR NAVIGATION

CAMERA

MAP NAVIGATION

Turn flash on and off.

Switch camera view.

Click to be navigated to either 
an article on the Beautiful
Destinations website with
even more tips for taking
better photos, or to an online
photography class hosted
by Beautiful Destinations.

Adjust camera
settings here.

A new photo tip appears
each time the camera is 
opened. It will disappear 
after 5 seconds, or when 
the screen is tapped.

Click to add a photo from
the photo gallery on your
phone,

Click to take
a photo.



JOURNEY REVIEWJOURNEYS GALLERY

COFFEE TABLE BOOK

Map showing the
route you took and
any stops you made.

Share your
journey,

See all the photos
you took during
your journey.

Gallery shows all
your get lost journeys.
Click on one to see
the journey review.

Click to order a
coffee table book
showcasing your
Get Lost journeys.
During the ordering
process you have
the option to select
which of your 
journeys to include 
in the book.

Each two-page spread showcases the photos, map, and 
list of locations from one Get Lost journey,


